HOBBIES LINKS
NonSport Update - "The magazine for the discriminating collector of non-sport cards" ...
The Wrapper - "The oldest non-sport trading card publication still in print!"
100 Percent Garbage Pail Kids - Scans of the entire run of GPK cards, a message board, info on the
GPK movie, and much more!
Sloppy's GPK Page - An homage to the "Garbage Pail Kids" phenomenon, including scans of the
cards, giant stickers, animated GIFs, and more.
GPK Archive - An extensive (and I do mean extensive) listing of GPK cards and paraphernalia,
including scans of the never released 16th series!
Barren Aaron's GPK Reference Guide - News and background info on the popular trading cards,
including scans from foreign sets ...
Wacky Packages - Dedicated to those old trading cards from the 1960s and 70s that spoofed popular
brand names.
John Mann's Wacky Packages Web Page - A large collection of high-res scans of Wacky Packages
cards.
You'll Die Laughing - "In 1973, Topps released a series of gum cards that featured pictures of
Universal monsters with funny captions underneath ... "
Bob Heffner's Dinosaurs Attack! Home Page - Dedicated to the trading card set of the late 80s,
featuring creatures from the prehistoric past wreaking havoc on the modern world ...
Official Odd Rods Web Site - "Freaky bubble gum cards" from the 1960s and 70s ...
HorrorCards.Org - A collection of monster non sports trading cards from the 1950s and 60s ...
including special subsites dedicated to the Horror Monsters 1961 set and the Famous Monsters 1963
set.
John Pound Art - Features the art of John Pound, who (among other things) did some sketches for the
"Garbage Pail Kids" and "Meanie Babies" card sets.
Millionaire Playboy - "The online magazine for collecting toys, comics, movies, and assorted pop
culture artifacts; we cater to the modern day swingin' bachelor!"
Bootleg Toys - Knock off toys from around the world!
Gallery of Monster Toys - "Dedicated to preserving a disappearing facet of our popular culture ...
Vintage monster toys!"
Bob Armstrong's Old Jigsaw Puzzles - Gallery of images featuring olden-time wooden jigsaw puzzles
...
Little Rubber Guys Archive - A site dedicated to several toy lines that incorporate ... well, little rubber
guys (M*U*S*C*L*E, Monster in my Pocket, Battle Beasts, etc.).
STOMWIJF Rare Wrestling Figures - "A collection of over 3000 figures!"
He-Man.Org - The most complete fan site dedicated to He-Man I have ever seen!
He Man 2002 - All things related the the new version of He-Man ...
MastersUnbound.Com - Very indepth site concerning the HeMan line of toys (in Italian).
Duke Nostalgia's MOTU Page - Featuring box art scans, "quick fixes", and musings on the toy line ...
Online Lite Bright - Create your own virtual "Lite Bright" art!
Online Speak 'n Spell - With sound and everything!
Magic 8 Ball Online - Just "shake" the Magic 8 Ball and have your "Yes or No" questions answered!
Simpsons Collector - "A web site and message board for collectors of Simpsons toys and
merchandise".
12Back.Com - "Devoted to Kenner Star Wars Toys" ...
RebelScum.Com - Star Wars collectibles news ...
The Old Car Manual Project - Scans of (you guessed it) old car manuals ... several years, models, and
countries to choose from!
Ephemera Now - "The museum (and gift shop) of mid-century car advertising art and illustration!"
Vulgar Vanities - Create your own vulgar license plates ... The kind the DMV would never allow you to
have!
JSG Boggs Studio - "An artist who has consistently employed the image of money in his art since

1984, when he first accidentally 'spent' a drawing of a one-dollar bill" ...
Gambler's Paradise - "Specializing in authentic Las Vegas slot machines and casino tables since
1991!"
Board Game Geek - "Serving the board game enthusiast since January 2000 ... "
Devil's Rope Museum - "The largest barbed wire historic museum in the world!"
HERE - Details.

